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In a series of considerations beginning in this paper I shall try 
a systematic study of multiplicative systems. The fact that most impor­
tant mathematical theories deal with multiplicative systems for which 
additional properties are postulated, as well as the presence of well 
known unsolved problems concerning multiplicative systems which seem 
of a profound theoretical character1), may prove the fitness of such study. 
In this paper an extended class of multiplicative systems, which 
L c a i l multiplicative systems without kernel, is considered. A multiplica­
tive system 9Ji of this kind is characterised by the property (excluding 
the groups) that there exists for every element a of 3J2 a positive in­
teger a so that a is product of a but not more than a elements of f£fl. 
The theory of these systems is connected with the theory of homo-
morphic representations of multiplicative systems on the infinite cyclic 
multiplicative system which of the multiplicative systems without kernel 
seems to be the simplest. 
I. Introduction. 
1. Multiplicative systems. A n abstract multiplicative system (m. sy­
stem) is an abstract non-vacuous set for which an abstract associative 
multiplication is defined; i . e. an abstract rule by which to every orde­
red pair of equal or different elements a, b of the set a single further 
element ab of the set is associated so that the associative law holds 
(db)e = a(bc). (1) 
ab is the product of a and b; a, b are the factors of ab. Therefore, the 
abstract m. systems generalize the abstract groups so far as the existence 
of the unity and inverse elements is not explicitly postulated. We usually 
employ the term m. system instead of abstract m. system. 
In the sequel the following notations will be used: m. systems 
(abstract or realized): German capitals; sets: Latin capitals; the vacuous 
set: 0; matrices: Greek capitals; elements of sets: small Latin letters; 
numbers varying within a given number-field: small Greek letters. For 
fundamental concepts of the theory of sets we employ the usual nota-
') A Malcev, On the Immersion of an Algebraic Ring into a field (Math. 
Ann*, 113, 1937, p. 686). 
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tions, particularly the symbols n, V> A for a product, sum, difference 
of sets. On the contrary, the symbols •, + will be employed for ex­
pressing associative multiplications, so that we denote by a • b, shorter 
by ab, or, if desired, a + b the product of a and b. Usually we employ 
the symbol . . A m . system can be realized by choosing for its elements 
the subsets of an abstract set and by giving the symbol. the meaning 
of n or V-
2. Let 9ft be a in. system. Let au . . . , are9ft, ?~>1. For every 
positive integer a < y we denote by ax... the element of 9ft, which 
is defined by the recurrence formula 
Then we have for i < a < a + /?<[}/ the following equality 
(ax... aa) («a+i • • • « a + p ) «i •. • a a+p. (2) 
If 9ft is commutative, i. e., if ab — ba for a, b e 9ft. the element 
i<Ta<y, does not depend on the order of the factors a,, . . . ,a a 2 ) . 
3. Let 9ft be a m. system. Let A, Be 9ft. By the symbol AB we 
mean 0 if at least one of the factors is 0; if both are 4= 0 we mean 
by it the set of all such elements x e 9ft, that there exist a e A, be B, 
x ab. 
Let A,B,GzSSi. Then 
•1 (AB) C=A(BC); 
•2 (A\JB) G AC\/BG\ G[Ay B) GA\J GB. 
We leave out the proofs of these formulas as they are easy to 
be given. 
According to '1 a m. system can be realized by taking the sub­
sets of an abstract m. system 9ft for its elements and defining the multi­
plication by the contents of the symbol AB. We say that 9ft induces 
this concrete m. system. By • 2, the m. system just defined is immerged 
into a concrete system with double associative composition • , V> for which 
the distributive laws hold. 
4. Multiplicative subsystems and oversystems. Let 9ft be a m. sy­
stem. Let A c 9ft, A=£0. If A has the property that for a, b e A we have 
ab e A, then A is a m. subsystem of 2ft. If A is a m. subsystem of 9ft, 
then it is evidently a m. system and we say that 9ft is a m. oversystem of A. 
9ft is a m. subsystem and at the same time a m. oversystem of 9ft. 
If 21 is a m. subsystem of 9ft and 21 =f= 9ft, we state this inequality 
saying that 21 is a proper m. subsystem of 9ft or that 9ft is a proper m. 
oversystem of 21. It is clear that the m. system induced by a m. sub­
system of 9ft is a m. subsystem of the m. system induced by 9ft. 
2 B. L. van der Waerden, Moderne Algebra, I T., Berlin 1930, p. 20. 
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• 1. Let A c 9ft, A 4= 0. A is a m. subsystem of 9ft if and only 
if A* c A. 
In fact, if A is a m. subsystem of 9ft, then the product of any two 
elements of A belongs to A and vice-versa. A s the set of products of 
any two elements of A is precisely A2, the theorem results. 
•2. Let 21 be a m. subsystem of 9ft. Then 21 D 2l 3 D W D ... 
Consider a positive integer a. Let u e 2 l a + 1 so that u— ax . . . a«4-i 
for some suitable O j , . . . , a a + i e 21. B y (2) we have u — {ai... aa—i). 
( a a «a+i ) j where the symbol (aA . . . aa—v) is to be omitted for a = l. 
B y -1 we have a'a = aa a a+i e 2F5 c 21. Hence w— . . . aa—i a'a e 2 l a 
and 2I a :>2I a + 1 follows. 
' 3. If % is a m. subsystem of 9ft, so is 21 a for every positive in­
teger a. 
In fact, by • 1 and 3 '1 we have 2Xa D 2 P a = (21 a) 3 for every posi­
tive integer a. Hence 2 I a o ( 2 t a ) 2 and the theorem follows from '1. 
5. Projection. Let 9ft be a m. system. Let N be an overset of 9ft 
so that 9ft c .AT. Each representation / of N into 9ft such that the equality 
f(a) = a holds for every ae9ft, wi l l be termed projection of the set N 
into 9ft. The element / (a) e 9ft, for an arbitrary a e Nf is the tfrace 
of a in 9ft at the projection / . 
Let / be a projection of the set N into 9ft. For N we define a 
multiplication in the following way: 
ab=f (a)f(b) for a,beN. 
W e shall show that this multiplication is associative. According to 
the definition and with regard to the assumption that 9ft is a m. system, 
we get for a,b,ce K 
a (be) = a \f(b)f(c)] =f(a) .f\f(b)f{c)} =f(a) \f(b)f(e)] = 
= [/(«)/(»)]f(e) =f\f(a)f(b) f(e) = [/(,«)/(&)] e = (ab) c. 
It is evident that the m. system N, defined in this way, is a m. over-
system of 9ft. W e say that N is the m. oversystem of 9ft at the pro­
jection / ; 9ft is the m. subsystem of N at the projection / . 
W e remark the following simple theorem: 
Let 92 be the m. oversystem of 9ft at an arbitrary projection f. Then 
we have 92™ = %Rafor every positive integer a > 1. 
A s a simple example of a projection consider the m. system 
{(«!, &i), («a, (a8>&i), } 
(ai} b2\ (oj, ba), ^ 
(«3> h), 
for which the multiplication is defined by the formula 
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(aa, ftp) 0T, 6a) = 61); a,y = 1,2,..., 1<P<a, 1<d<y. 
This m. system is evidently the m. oversystem of the m. system 
{(a1} bt), (a3,61), (a 3 , &,), } (4) 
the multiplication being given b y 
(«a, 61) (oT, 61) = («a+ T , 61); a, y = 1,2,....., 
at the following projection 
f[(aa, 6 p ) ] = ( « a , & i ) ; a=l,2,...; l<r $<a. (5) 
6. Excentrum. L e t 9ft be a m. system. F o r every positive integer 
a let Ma be the set defined as follows 
9ft« m^VMa, 3 K « + 1 n i l f a = 0 . 
In particular, the set Mx will be called the excentrum of the m. system 9ft. 
T h e elements of M1 are the prime factors of 9ft. I f M± = 0 we say 
that 9ft has no excentrum. 
F r o m the definition follows, that for every positive integer a, Ma 
is the set of elements of 9ft which are products of a but not more than 
a elements of 9ft. T h e prime factors of 9ft are precisely the elements of 9ft 
which are not products of two elements of 9ft. T h e sets Mlt Miy. . . are 
evidently mutually exclusive. 
• 1. If the equality Ma = 0 holds for a positive integer a, then 
0 = Ma Ma+i Ma+2 ... 
In fact, i f the equalities 0 = Ma = Ma+i = ... = Ma+$—i hold, 
then 3ft«+P-i = 3ftB+P and 9ft«+P = 3ft*+P+i ; hence Ma+$ = 0. 
'2. For every positive integer a the excentrum of 9ft" is the set 
F r o m the equality 
STO'+P-i = 9fta+? VMa+f-t, 
which according to the definition holds for any positive integers a, /?, 
follows m* = MaVMa+1 V . . . V M a + $ - i V 9fta+P. (6) 
E v e r y element of the set MaS/Ma+i V . . . V - 3 f a + g - i is product of 
a + (3 — 1 elements of 9ft to the utmost, while every element of 9fta+P is 
product of a + ft elements. Hence 
(MaVMa+1V • . • VMa+t-i) n 9fta+P = 0. 
E r o m this and (6) the theorem follows for /? = a. 
'3. Let 91 be a m. oversystem of SSI at some projection f Let the sets 
Na, a — 1,2,..., have for 92 the same meaning as Ma have for SSI. Then 
NiAMl 9* A 9Jt, Ka — Mafora>l. 
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The proof results easily from the theorem of n° 5. 
'4. For any positive integers a, /? is Ma+$cMaMp. 
It is evident that the affirmation holds, if Jf a+p = 0. Let us there­
fore assume ueMa+p, so that u is product of a -+ (2 but not more than 
a + /? elements of 3ft. Then we have u — a x . . . . aa aa+i . . . . a«+p a* 
suitably chosen alf . . . , eSft. The element «j . . . aa is a clear 
product of at least a elements of 9ft, but not more than a + (3 — 1 
elements; for otherwise u would consist of more than a +/? elements of 3Ji. 
Hence Ma+j for a suitable positive integer yf 0 <[ y < /? — 1, 
and likewise a a +i • • • « a + p e -3^+8 f ° r a suitable positive integer <J, 
0<d<[a— 1. Then u 6 -M"a+y M$+$ and it follows that w consists 
of at least a + y + /? + d elements of 9ft. Therefore y = d = 0. 
In particular, there exists the relation Ma c for every positive 
integer a; i. e., every element of M* is product of a prime factors. 
7. Kernel. Let 9ft be a m. system and the symbols M1} M%,... 
have (everywhere in the sequel) the above meaning. There are preci­
sely two possibilities: 
1° There exists such a positive integer a that Ma = 0, while (if 
« > i ) iJfp4=Ofor/3 1,2,...,a — 1. 
In this case we get by 6 ml 
0 = Ma = Ma+1 = Ma+a = . . . ; m* = 9Jla+1 = 9fta+8 = . . . ; 
from this follows 
m=M1 v i 2 v... v J f a - i V9ft« 
and all sets on the right are different from 0. The m. system 9fta has 
no excentrum; we call it the Jcernel of 9ft. 
2° There holds for every positive integer a the inequality Ma 4= 0* 
In this case we write ^Hf" 
and say that the m. system 9ft is without kernel. 
To the m. systems which possess a kernel belong e. g. the groups or 
more generally all m. systems containing the unity-element. For if 9ft con­
tains the unity-element e, so that e e 9ft, {e} 9ft — 9ft {e} = 9ft, it follows 
9ft = {e}2ftc9ft3 and thus 9ft = 9ftJ; hence 9ft has the kernel 9ft. 
In the remaining pages of this paper we shall be concerned only 
with m. systems without kernel. 
II. Multiplicative systems without kernel. 
8. Fundamental properties. Let 9ft = Mx V Mt V . . . be a m. sy­
stem without kernel. 
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*1. For any positive integers a, /? is 
Ma M$ c Ma+p V Ma+$+i V • • • 
Let u e Ma M§ so that there exist a e Ma, b e M$f u = ab. By 6*4 
the element a (b) is product of a (/?) prime factors of 9ft. Consequently 
u — ab is product of a + /? prime factors of 9ft. As no element of Jf^ 
y = l , 2, is product of more than y elements of 3ft, we get 
we Jfa+p V-Zlfa+p+A/ . . • 
Ze£ 51 6e a subsystem of 9ft. T̂ ew St is without kernel. 
Otherwise there exists such a positive integer a, that 2la = 2la+1 — . . . 
Let a e 2la so that a 6 8la+P for every positive integer /?. Then a is pro­
duct of a + /? suitable elements of 21 c 9ft. As a e 9ft, we have a e .M^ 
for a suitable y, so that a does not consist of more than y elements of 9ft. 
Taking /? in manner that a + (!l>y, we get a contradiction. 
In particular, the m. system 9fta is without kernel for every posi­
tive integer a. 
'3. Let 91 be a m. oversystem of 9ft at a projection f. Then 1ft is 
without kernel. 
The proof follows easily from 6 
9. Indices. Let 9ft = J f 1 V ^ 2 V •«• be a m. system without ker­
nel. Let ae9ft. The sets Mu Jf 2 , . . . being mutually exclusive, there 
exists such a single positive integer a, that a&Ma> We call a the in­
dex of a. 
From the definition follows that every element a e 9ft has pre­
cisely one index. The sets Mlf M2, . . • being all different from 0, there 
exists for every positive integer a an element of 9ft, the index of which 
is a. By 6 '4 every element of index a is product of a prime factors 
of 9ft but (by the definition of the sets M) not more than a elements 
of 9ft. By 8 '1 the index of a product of any two elements of 9ft is at 
least equal to the sum of the indices of both factors. 
10. Infinite cyclic m. system. Of the m. systems without kernel 
the infinite cyclic m. system seems to be the simplest. We denote it by ft. 
This m. system is an infinite sequence of elements \zly #2, #3, ...} for 
which the multiplication is defined by the formula: #a#p = £ a + p ; a, 
/? = 1, 2, . . . Writing z instead of zx we get 
3 — {*, S*, sP,...}. 
It is clear that $ is commutative. 3 is isomorphic to the m. system, 
the elements of which are positive integers and the multiplication is the 
usual addition; the corresponding isomorphic representation (isomorphism) 
is 0a~z—s-a for a = l, 2, . . . We evidently have 
39 = {*3,*8,...}, 33 = {*V..},... 
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so that the respective sets M which we denote by Zi} ZJ} . . . are 
Z,-{z), Z , = Zz [•»},... 
Thus Q is a m. system without kernel. B y 6 '2 the set {za, zaJf1,.. . , 0 2 a _ 1 } 
is the excentrum of the m. system 3a, for every positive integer a. 
Let 9ft be a m. system without kernel. Let z e 9ft. Then the elements 
of the infinite cyclic m. subsystem 3 {z, z*,zz ...} o/ 9ft differ from 
each other. 
L e t us assume, on the contrary, that we have for suitable a, 
(3 :za za+$. L e t y be the index of za, so that the element z' —px... p^ 
is product of y prime factors of 9ft, but not more than y elements of 9ft. 
F r o m the equalities za — zaz$ — px ... p^z$ follows that z* is product 
of more than y elements of 9ft and we get a contradiction. 
11. Homogeneous and inhomogeneous m. systems. L e t 9ft = 
MxSjMi V • . • be a m . system without kernel. If any element aeSft 
of index a, a 1, 2,..., does not consist of less than a prime factors 
of 9ft, then 3ft is said to be homogeneous. Otherwise 9ft is inhomogeneous. 
• 1. 3ft is homogeneous if and only if Ma Mxa for every positive 
integer a, so that 
3ft — ^ V J f i ' V ^ V . . . 
a) L e t us assume that 3ft is homogeneous. Then the product of 
any a prime factors, a 1, 2,..., obviously belongs to the set Ma. 
Hence MfcMa and thus Ma = M1a, by 6 -4. 
b) Suppose Ma = Mta for every positive integer a. Consider an 
element a e 3ft. L e t a pt. . . pa = p\ • • • p'$ be two decompositions 
of a into prime factors. T h e n a e n M$ = Ma n Jfp and therefore 
a = iff because the sets M are mutually exclusive. Hence 2ft is homo­
geneous. 
A simple example of a homogeneous m. system is given by the 
infinite cyclic m. system 3- W e evidently get Za — Zf for a = 1,2,... 
'2 Let 9ft be homogeneous. Then there exists such a homomorphic 
representation of 3ft on 3. that every prime factor of 3ft is represented 
on the single prime factor of Q. 
In fact, the correspondence eF, which makes each element of Ma 
correspond with the element z% of 3> a 1, 2,.. ., is evidently a repre­
sentation of 3ft on Q and has the property that every prime factor of 9ft 
is represented on the single prime factor of ft. L e t a e Ma, b e M$ at 
some a, /?, so that in the correspondence 3:a-s~z*, b-s-z$. A s 9ft is 
homogeneous, we get ab e MaM$— Ma+$ and thus ab-s>-za+$ = zaz$. 
Hence eF is a homomorphic representation (homomorphism) of 3ft on Q. 
12. Let 9ft be without kernel. 
• 1. For every positive integer a > 1 the m. system 3f t a is inhomo­
geneous. 
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Let a be a positive integer. Let the symbol Ma, p have the same 
meaning for 9fta as Mp has for 9ft, for an arbitrary /?, so that 
m^ = ma^+l)\zMa>p1 m*$+i)nMa,$ = o 
and Ma, 1 denotes the excentrum of the m. system 9ftx. According to (6) 
we get 
Ma, $=Ma$\jMa$+x\J . . • V ^ + a - i -
If 9fta is homogeneous, we obtain according to 11 '1 : Ma,p— Ma,i$ 
and thus 
Ma$ \/Ma$+i V • • • V ^ + a-i = (Ma VMa + i V . . • \jM%a-ift 
P = l,2... 
In the set on the left there are elements whose greatest index is 
«/5 + a — 1; whereas of those on the right the greatest index is > /? (2 a — 1), 
according to 3 '2 and 8 • 1. Hence a@ -\- a — i > (i(2a — 1) and thus 
(a — 1)(P — 1)< 0. Therefore a 1. 
•2. 9ft is a proper m. subsystem of a suitable inhomogeneous 
m. system. 
Consider an element a e 3ft, the index of which is at least 5, so that 
there exist prime factors of 9ft, pu ..., pa, a ̂  3, for which a p±... pa-
Let 91 be a proper m. oversystem of 9ft at a projection / We 
can choose / in such a way that f(p0)—Pi->-pa for some element 
Po e 91A Because of 6 *5 the elementspwpu ...,pa are prime factors 
of 91. According to the definition of the multiplication in 91 we get 
P1P0 — f(Pi)f(Po) = PiPi • • • Pa = a> 8 0 fcnat a i s product of two as well 
as at least three prime factors of 91. Hence 91 is inhomogeneous. 
For instance (3) is a proper m. oversystem of the infinite cyclic 
m. system (4) at the projection (5) and is inhomogeneous. In fact, let 
(a a , bx) be of an index at least equal to 3, so that a > 3. According to 
6 '3 both (alt &i) as well as (ax—i, bp), for 2<@<.a—1, are prime factors 
of (3). By the definition of the multiplication we get (a1} bi) (aa—l7 bp) — 
(a1} 6 x) a, so that this element is product of two as well as at least three 
prime factors. — It can be shown that generally every element (a«, bL)t 
a > 2, is product of an arbitrary number /?, 2 < /? < a, of prime factors 
of (3). 
13. Homomorphic representations on 3- By the theorem 11 '2 
we are conducted to the study of homomorphic representations of m. sy­
stems 9ft on the infinite cyclic m. system Q = {0, #V3, • • . }• For such a re­
presentation: 1° every element ae9ft is represented on a single element 
(the counterpart of a) eae$\ we write a-^-z7- 2° every element of $ 
is the counterpart of at least one element of 9ft 3° for a, b e 9ft, a-*- 8a, 
b-*-z$ there holds aS-^^+P. 
Let 9ft be a m. system. 
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' l.SSlis homomorphically representdble on ft if and only if there exists 
a sequence of non-vacuous and mutually exclusive sets Fa, a — 1, 2, ..., 
so that 
SS} = Fl\/F2y... (7) 
and FaF$ c Fa+$ for a, /? = 1, 2,... 
a) Suppose a homomorphie representation eF of 9ft on 3- Let Fa 
be the set of those elements of 9ft which are represented on za in eF, 
«= 1, 2, ... As every element of 3 is the counterpart of at least one 
element of 9ft, the Fa are non-vacuous. As every element of 9ft is re­
presented on a single element of ft, the Fa, a —1,2,..., are mutually 
exclusive. Obviously (7) holds. Let ueFaFp for some positive integers 
a, /?, so that there exist a e Fa, b e F$, u = ah. According to the de­
finition of the sets F we get a^**z'x, and therefore u = ab-s~0a+$. 
Hence ueFa+$, and FaFpcFa+$. 
a) Consider a sequence of sets Fa, a = 1,2,..which has the 
above properties. The correspondence by which every element a e Fa 
corresponds with the element z% of 3> a= 1, 2,..., is apparently a 
homomorphie representation of 9ft on 3-
The sequence of sets Fa, a = 1,2,..., defined by a homomorphie 
representation «F of the m. system 9ft on ft as in • 1 a), will be called 
the determining sequence for the homomorphism eF. A homomorphism & 
with the determining sequence Fx, F2, ... will be denoted in the fol­
lowing way: 9{FX, F2,...). 
'2. Let 9ft be homomorphically representdble on ft. Let &(Ft, Fa,...) 
be a homomorphism of 9ft on ft. For every decomposition of an element 
u e Fa, a — 1,2,..., in a product u = at ... ap of elements a x , . . . , ap 
of 9ft, there holds 
a) /?< a, b) al}..., ap e F t \ / F % V . . . V F a , 
c) 7tx + 2 it* + . . . + <xjta = a, 
the rty being the number of the elements a which belong to Fy 
In fact, for suitable positive integers c^,..., ap we get % e Fai,..., 
ap e Fap so that u = ax . . . . ap e Fai • • • • Fa^ c Fai + • • • • -f ap = Fa. 
Hence at + . . . . -fap = a. It follows a) /? ̂  a, b) , ap <̂  a and 
thus a 1 ? , ap e Fx \/F% V V -Fa> c) a = + + ap =• ^ + 
,8 rt2 + . . . + a7Ta, because by definition of rt^, the number 1 appears in the 
series alf .. .,ap yî -times, ,8 appears rrĉ -times, . . a appears 7Ta-times. 
•3. Let 9ft be homomorphically representable on ft. Then 9ft is 
without Jcernel. 
Consider an arbitrary homomorphism eF (Flf F2, ...) of 9ft on 3-
Let us assume on the contrary that Ma = 0 for some positive integer a. 
Then 9fta = 9ft a + 1 , so that every element ae9ft z is product of more 
than a elements of 3ft. By '1 we get FLacFa and on the other hand 
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apparently Fxa c 9fta, so that there exists an aeFan 9ft a. Hence a is 
product of more than a elements of 9ft and at the same time, by '2 si), 
it is product of a elements of 9ft to the utmost. Therefore we have 
a contradiction. Hence Ma =|= 0 for a 1, 2,... 
'4. Let 3ft be homomorphically representable on 3, so that 9ft = 
Mi V M2 . . . Let &(FX, F2,...)be an arbitrary homomorphism offfllonQ. 
Then for any positive integers ax, a2, . . . , ap there holds 
FaiFa_... J F o p c Jfp V - M p + i V • • . V J f a 1 + a , + . . . + a p . (8) 
In fact, consider an a e Fa, a being some positive integer, a has 
a fixed index y, so that a e My By '2 a) the number of factors at every 
decomposition of a in a product of elements of 9ft does not exceed a. 
Hence y <[ a and thus 
FacMx\J M%\J ... \jMa. 
I f we take for a some positive integers aif.. .,a^ and multiply, we get 
FUlFa, ...Fapc (M±\/Ma\/ ... vMaj (MX\JM2\/... \/Mat)... 
...(Mt \jM2 V • • • \JMa^) M$\f . . . \/MaiMa, . . .Map 
B y 8 -1 follows 
FaiF c J f p V J f p + i V - - . 
A t the same time we get 
FUlFai . . . Fap C ̂ 01+cti+ • • • + ap C .Mi V .Ma V . . . VMa,-\-at-{ hap 
and therefore (8) holds. 
• 5. Let 9ft be hcmomorphically representable on 3 in such a way, 
that every prime factor of 9ft corresponds with the single prime factor 
of 3- Then 9ft is homogeneous. 
Let §F (F1} F2, . . . ) be a homomorphism of 9ft Mx \JM* V . . • on 3 
having the above property, so that J f j — Fx. B y 6 • 4 we have Ma c Jtf t a 
and by (8) (ax — a2 = . . . ap — l}Mxa c J f a , for a = l,2,... Hence 
J f a — . M ^ for a = 1,2, . . . and 9ft is homogeneous (by 11 - J). 
14. B y the theorem 13 '5 we can construct a simple example of 
a homogeneous m. system whose elements are matrices of an arbitrary 
order v in the continuum of complex numbers. 
Let a, v be arbitrary positive integers, a < v. Le t aA denote the 
ath compound of A for an arbitrary matrix A of order v i n the con­
tinuum of complex numbers. From elementary theorems follows that in 
the mentioned continuum theie exist such matrices A of order v, for 
which all matrices of the sequence 
are mutually different. 
(9) 
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Consider a matrix A having this property. Let us denote by A 
a set of matrices of order v in the continuum of complex numbers whose 
«th compounds are equal to aA. If, Hot instance, the rank of A is > a, 
every matrix of the set A is to A, where a is an afch root of uni ty 8 ) . 
W e suppose A e A, 
Let 2ft be the m. system of matrices of order v, the elements of 
which are the matrices of the set A and all others derived from them 
by the usual composition. Then 2ft is homogeneous. 
In fact, according to 13 • 5 it is sufficient to prove that 2ft is ho-
momorphically representable on the concrete infinite cyclic m. system (9) 
i n such a way, that every prime factor of 2ft corresponds with aA. 
For any two matrices S, H of order v there holds the well known 
equality 
a(3H) = a3.aH. (10) 
Let <1F be the correspondence by which every matrix (5'e2ft cor­
responds with aS*. According to (10), the matrix aS belongs to the 
m. system (9) for every matrix Setffl and the matrix (aA)$ is the 
ath compound of A^ e 2ft for every positive integer /3. Hence eF is 
-a representation of 2ft on the infinite cyclic m. system (9) and, by (10), 
precisely a homomorphic representation. B y the definition of 2ft the re­
lation Mi c A apparently holds for the excentrum Mx of 2ft. I f some 
matrix Be A does not belong to Mif there exist Alf A2, . . . A^ eM v ?>2, 
«o that B = AiA2... A^ and therefore aA = aB aAt. aA2... aA^ = 
= (a-^)T- This contradicts the assumption that all matrices of the se­
quence (9) are mutually different. Hence Mx — A and therefore every 
prime factor of 2ft corresponds with aA. 
15. A s to the inhomogeneous m. systems, some are and some not 
iomomorphically representable on 3-
For instance, the inhomogeneous (s. n° 12) m. oversystem (3) of the 
infinite cyclic m. system (4) at the projection (5), is homomorphically 
representable on 3- Fo r the sets 
Fa. = {(a«, bi\ (a a, 6 8 ), . . . , (aa, ba)}, a = 1, 2 , . . . 
are non-vacuous and they are mutually exclusive; further, their sum is the 
m. system (3) and there apparently holds FaF$ — {(aa+$, &i)} c Fa+$ 
for a, /? 1,2,... Hence (3) is homomorphically representable on 3 
(by 13 -1). 
O n the contrary, the following theorem holds: 
Let 2ft be an arbitrary m. system without kernel. Then for every 
positive integer a > 1 the m. system 2ftx is (by 12 '1 inhomogeneous 
and is) not homomorphically representable on 3-
') John Williamson, Matrices whose sth compounds are equal (Ball. Amer 
Math. Soc, Vol. XXXIX, 1933, p. J08). 
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Let us assume, on the contrary, that for some positive integer 
a > 1 the m. system 3)ta is homoinorphically representable on 3- Let 
^(F^Fa,...) be a homomorphism of 3JJa on 3- Let us choose an arbi­
trary prime factor p of (3R. Let v= 0,1. By 8 • 1 we get 
pa+v e Ma+v V Jfa+v+l V • . • 
and therefore, for a suitable positive integer /?v, holds 
H e n c e « r a + 1 ) ma+i«F^«+* 
and thus 
Therefore there exists such a positive integer y ( /?, — /?0) that 
Po — ya, / ? 1 = = y ( a + l ) 
and consequently 
f ' o ^ o , i ? a + 1 e ^ T ( a + D . (11) 
Let a be an arbitrary element of Ft. By 13 -4 and 6 ^ we get 
FL c Ma V M a + 1 V . . . V M 2 a - 1 , 
so that there exist such pup2, •..,2>a+p G 0<_(3< a — 1, that 
a — pip2 . . . jp a+p. 
If /? >̂ 1 then jp 2 B • • • jte+p « a Q d therefore ^ 3 • • • e Ft for 
some suitable d. Then from the equality 
plaa = pia+1(p2pB.. .pa+\ 
follows [by (11)] the relation 
pta a 6 F^a+1 n F^a+i)+Z 
for some suitable positive integer y, so that ya + l = y(a-jrl)-\-d, 
which is absurd. Therefore /? = 0. Thus every element a e i*\ is product 
of at most a prime factors of ffl. 
Let us choose an a e i ^ , so that a = # 1 ^ 2 • • • Pa \ Pi> P21 • • • Pae 
As a > i , we get# 2^ 3 . . . pa . pxp%... pa e .Fp for some suitable positive 
integer /? > 1. But 
^ « a a = / ) 1 a + 1 . (p-8j>, • • • Pa Pi Pa • • • IV), 
from which follows by (11) 
p«a* e F^a+snF^(a+1)+$, * 
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for a suitable y > 0. Hence ya + 2 y (a + i ) + /? and thus $-\-y = 2> 
which is contradictory with regard to $ > 1, y> 0. 
From the results of this n° follows, that the inhomogeneous m. systems 
of the type 3JJa, 2ft being a m. system without kernel and a > 1, are of 
a special character: A given inhomogeneous m. system is generally not 
a power with an exponent greater than 1 of a suitable m. system without 
kernel. 
